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Key Takeaways
IBM Security, Splunk, Securonix, exabeam, 
And Microsoft Lead The Pack
forrester’s research uncovered a market in which 
iBM security, splunk, securonix, exabeam, and 
Microsoft are Leaders; Logrhythm, Gurucul, 
Micro focus, rapid7 and rsa are strong 
Performers; and fireeye is a Contender.

customization, MITre ATT&cK Mapping, And 
SaaS Are Key Differentiators
as security information and event management 
(sieM) technology becomes outdated and less 
effective, cloud-delivered security analytics 
platforms that provide custom detections will 
dictate which providers will lead the pack. 
vendors that can provide customization, MiTre 
aTT&CK mapping, and saas delivery position 
themselves to successfully deliver improved 
detection, faster investigations, and flexibility to 
their customers.

Why read This report
in our 27-criterion evaluation of security 
analytics platform providers, we identified the 
11 most significant ones — exabeam, fireeye, 
Gurucul, iBM security, Logrhythm, Micro focus, 
Microsoft, rapid7, rsa, securonix, splunk — 
and researched, analyzed, and scored them. This 
report shows how each provider measures up 
and helps security and risk professionals select 
the right one for their needs.
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The future Of security analytics is in The Cloud

in the past, vendors offered traditional sieM systems as on-premises hardware or software 
deployments. as a result, security pros struggled to manage and update these systems and continually 
add storage for ever-increasing log volumes. in The Empire Strikes Back, Lando Calrissian tells 
Princess Leia, “you truly belong here with us among the clouds.” The same can be said of security 
analytics platforms. as enterprises have moved their own workloads to the cloud to take advantage of 
its scale, flexibility, and availability, security vendors have finally started to follow suit with cloud-based 
delivery of their security analytics solutions. This transition and the entry of cloud native vendors are 
indicative that security analytics belongs in the cloud.

Most of the vendors included in forrester’s 2020 evaluation of the security analytics platform market 
deliver their products via saas or cloud-hosted models. This change has enabled vendors to more 
quickly roll out new capabilities to their customers and decrease the management overhead for these 
systems. security pros looking to replace their legacy on-premises solutions should look for vendors 
that deliver most, if not all, of their capabilities from the cloud. as a result of these trends, security 
analytics platforms customers should look for providers that:

 › Provide customizability for customers. Most vendors deliver out-of-the-box (OOTB) content that 
can be customized by enterprises to meet their individual needs. More advanced users also want 
to develop custom detections for specific scenarios. some vendors make their machine learning 
models available to be customized by customers that want to create their own.

 › offer true analytics and operations. Many security analytics vendors offer basic analytics, 
focused on user behavior, and little to no automation. The strongest vendors offer analytics 
capabilities with multiple machine learning types and include security orchestration automation and 
response (sOar). The combination of analytics and automation creates the opportunity for security 
analytics platforms to deliver intelligent operations with the capability of identifying threats and 
automatically responding to them.

 › Map to the MITre ATT&cK framework. security pros were fast to adopt the MiTre aTT&CK 
framework as part of their security operations. sa vendors responded by mapping their solutions 
to the framework for detection, investigations, and threat hunting. vendors with the most-advanced 
capabilities also show which parts of MiTre aTT&CK are covered in customers’ environments.

 › Have a vision for extended detection and response (XDr). endpoint detection and response 
(eDr) and security analytics have long been on a collision course. The overlap of these capabilities 
combine eDr with analytics from other technologies, providing highly enriched telemetry, speedy 
investigations, and automated response actions.
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evaluation summary

The forrester Wave™ evaluation highlights Leaders, strong Performers, Contenders, and Challengers. 
it’s an assessment of the top vendors in the market and does not represent the entire vendor 
landscape. you’ll find more information about this market in our report now Tech: security analytics 
Platforms, Q3 2020.

We intend this evaluation to be a starting point only and encourage clients to view product evaluations 
and adapt criteria weightings using the excel-based vendor comparison tool (see figure 1 and see 
figure 2). Click the link at the beginning of this report on forrester.com to download the tool.

https://www.forrester.com/report/Now+Tech+Security+Analytics+Platforms+Q3+2020/-/E-RES157553?objectid=RES157553
https://www.forrester.com/report/Now+Tech+Security+Analytics+Platforms+Q3+2020/-/E-RES157553?objectid=RES157553
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FIGUre 1 forrester Wave™: security analytics Platforms, Q4 2020

Challengers Contenders Leaders
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current
offering

Weaker
current
offering

Weaker strategy Stronger strategy

Market presence

Exabeam

FireEye

Gurucul

IBM Security

LogRhythm

Micro Focus

Microsoft
Rapid7

RSA

Securonix

Splunk

Security Analytics Platforms
Q4 2020
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FIGUre 2 forrester Wave™: security analytics Platforms scorecard, Q4 2020
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All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).
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vendor Offerings

forrester included 11 vendors in this assessment: exabeam, fireeye, Gurucul, iBM security, 
Logrhythm, Micro focus, Microsoft, rapid7, rsa, securonix, and splunk (see figure 3). We invited 
fortinet and Mcafee to participate in this forrester Wave, but they chose not to participate, and 
we could not make enough estimates about their capabilities to include them in the assessment as 
nonparticipating vendors.

FIGUre 3 evaluated vendors and Product information

Exabeam

FireEye

Gurucul

IBM Security

LogRhythm

Micro Focus

Microsoft

Rapid7

RSA

Securonix

Splunk

Exabeam Security Management Platform 2020.1

FireEye

Uni�ed Security and Risk Analytics (USRA) 8.0

IBM Security QRadar 7.4.0; IBM Security Resilient v37

LogRhythm NextGen SIEM Platform 7.5

ArcSight 2020.2

Azure Sentinel

InsightIDR

RSA NetWitness Platform v11.4; RSA NetWitness Orchestrator v6.0

Securonix Next-Gen SIEM 6.3

Splunk Enterprise 8.0; Splunk Cloud; Splunk Enteprise Security (ES) 6.2; 
Splunk User Behavior Analytics (UBA) 5.0; Splunk Phantom 4.9; Splunk 
Mission Control (MC)

Vendor Product evaluated

vendor Profiles

Our analysis uncovered the following strengths and weaknesses of individual vendors.

Leaders

 › IBM Security is building an open security platform in the cloud. The future of iBM’s security 
analytics platform is based on its CloudPak for security platform, built in on Openshift cloud-
native architecture and based on its redHat acquisition, which seeks to deliver multiple security 
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services in the iBM Cloud. Capabilities like iBM Qradar advisor with Watson, X-force threat 
intelligence, and the integration with iBM’s managed security services are differentiators. sOar is 
delivered via iBM security resilient as an add-on. Pricing options include a consumption-based 
license determined by the quantity of events ingested into the system, or an unlimited license for 
ingestion, analytics, and storage based on the number of servers in the environment.

Customer references appreciate iBM’s global reach, technical support, and innovation. They noted 
that many new capabilities are delivered as apps, not as improvements to the core product, and 
that some visualizations appear antiquated. Weaknesses mentioned include the complexity of on-
prem installations and the ability to locate product documentation and support pages. Large, global 
enterprises with complex security needs should evaluate iBM.

 › Splunk is on a security analytics mission. Most enterprises use splunk in some capacity for 
infrastructure monitoring, application analytics, or security. for security, splunk is building its 
future around its cloud-based unified security platform, Mission Control. splunk has been slower 
to the cloud than others in this evaluation and cloud-native newcomers to the security analytics 
market, but the firm is now making cloud a focus for the future. splunk offers a range of pricing 
options, including workload-based, use-case based, and the traditional consumption-based model 
determined by the volume of data the platform ingests.

flexibility and the ability to conduct fast searches over large data volumes are key splunk features. 
reference customers state that speed, versatility, and customization are key strengths. They 
also laud splunk for its tremendous and engaged user community. By contrast, pricing concerns 
continue to be an issue. splunk has made efforts to improve its pricing and provide more flexibility, 
but customer references agree that cost is a weakness. enterprises that want a highly customizable 
solution that enables fast searches across large data volumes should consider splunk.

 › Securonix offers SaaS-based, multitenant security analytics. securonix initially launched as 
a suBa vendor in 2008, adding sieM functionality in 2016 to compete as a security analytics 
platform. The vendor has since added automation as an add-on feature or delivered via third-
party integrations. securonix has shifted to a cloud-first saas deployment strategy with flexible 
deployment options, including multitenancy, which makes it attractive for MssP partners. The 
vendor’s pricing approach is based on the number of identities monitored.

Customer references comment that securonix’s analytics-based approach, behavioral analytics, 
and real-time enrichment are strengths. On the downside, reference customers note delays with log 
ingestion and small bugs in the ui as weaknesses. enterprises and midmarket companies seeking 
a flexible security analytics platform or multitenant solution should evaluate securonix.

 › exabeam excels on user experience. exabeam launched in 2014 with a focus on suBa, 
launched its sieM and sOar offerings in 2017, and has grown quickly. exabeam security 
Management Platform combines integrated analytics, log management, and sOar that operate as 
a platform in combination or as standalone solutions. incidents are largely based on user behavior 
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and assets, and security analysts are able to view events in timelines for investigation. exabeam 
offers multiple pricing models, including pricing based on the number of employees monitored or 
amount of data ingested.

reference customers note usability and insight into individual user behaviors as strengths. They 
also view the vendor’s pricing strategy as an attractive feature. Customer references caution 
that the vendor’s fast growth may be detrimental to its ability to adequately support customers 
and commented that new features are often buggy on initial release. Midmarket companies and 
enterprises seeking a modular yet integrated sa platform with a focus on user behavior should 
consider exabeam.

 › Microsoft roars into the security analytics market. Microsoft azure sentinel, the vendor’s sa 
solution, was announced at the 2019 rsa security conference, then launched in september 2019 
to great fanfare. The vendor’s entry into the security analytics space captivated security buyers. 
Microsoft’s bold move to allow the ingestion of Microsoft azure and Microsoft Office 365 activity logs 
into sentinel at no cost makes the solution attractive to enterprises invested in azure and Microsoft 
365. Pricing for other data sources is consumption-based determined by the amount of data ingested 
into the platform. in only one year, Microsoft has gained a great deal of market traction.

While azure sentinel is innovative and takes full advantage of the azure infrastructure, it is still a 
very new offering. This newness shows in areas like the ability to bring in third-party logs. Customer 
references note the ease of integration across other Microsoft products like azure, Microsoft 365, 
and Windows Defender for endpoint as a big benefit. reference customers call out automation 
as another strength. Microsoft’s push into security does present a problem for security pros who 
don’t want a single vendor providing security at multiple layers, including the cloud, endpoint, and 
email. Those seeking a single-vendor solution, however, will appreciate the integrations across 
technologies. enterprises of all sizes that are heavily invested in Microsoft azure and Microsoft 365 
should consider Microsoft.

Strong Performers

 › Logrhythm offers deployment flexibility for enterprise security analytics. Logrhythm, 
acquired by private equity firm Thoma Bravo in July 2018, is a long-time player in the sieM market. 
Long known as a midmarket solution, Logrhythm provides a feature-rich sa platform suitable for 
enterprises of all sizes. The vendor includes sieM, analytics, and automation as part of the base 
license, but suBa, delivered via its Cloud ai, is an add-on purchase. Logrhythm delivers as on-
premises appliances, virtual appliances, software, and saas. in 2020, in an effort to give customers 
pricing flexibility, Logrhythm introduced its True unlimited data plan pricing, a model that promises 
unlimited data usage as an alternative to its consumption-based model which prices determined by 
messages per second (MPs).
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Customer references remark that the solution is easy to use and scales well for growth. They also 
note customer support as a strength. reference customers mention that the included automation 
and Quick response capabilities are not on par with standalone sOar solutions and that support 
for third-party cloud and saas environments don’t meet expectations. Midmarket and enterprise 
customers seeking a full-featured security analytics platform with flexible deployment options 
should consider Logrhythm.

 › Gurucul brings risk-based analytics to data. Gurucul emerged as a big-data security analytics 
vendor in 2010 and evolved as a security analytics platform provider covering suBa, sieM, and 
sOar. Gurucul offers its own big-data architecture and also supports customer-provided, third-
party data stores. The vendor allows customers to customize its analytics models or build their own 
via Gurucul sTuDiO. Gurucul provides customizable machine learning behavior profiling, predictive 
risk-scoring, and risk prioritized alerts. Gurucul deploys as software that can run on customer-
supplied hardware or virtual infrastructure, appliance, or as saas. The vendor offers subscription, 
perpetual, and saas licensing. Pricing for the solution is modular, with separate modules for sieM, 
suBa, custom log storage, sOar, and nav with enterprise pricing available. Monitoring is priced 
based on the number of identities/entities monitored.

Customer reference feedback indicates that Gurucul’s machine learning models, risk scoring, and 
flexibility are strengths. Weaknesses mentioned by reference customers include solution complexity 
and the vendor’s go-to-market efforts. enterprises looking for a robust, customizable security 
analytics tool with risk-based prioritization should consider Gurucul.

 › Micro Focus puts the security analytics platform pieces together. Micro focus made strategic 
acquisitions of a suBa vendor (interset) and a sOar vendor (atar Labs), adding to its existing 
arcsight sieM which has lagged behind the rest of the market for several years. arcsight was 
long the vendor of choice for some of the world’s largest enterprises and government agencies, 
although many long-time customers moved away from the platform. Micro focus is making some 
progress but is very late to embrace cloud delivery compared to others in this evaluation. arcsight 
deploys as hardware appliances, containers, or software that can be deployed in virtual and cloud 
environments. Micro focus is currently working to deliver a full saas version. The solution is priced 
based on ePs, and the suBa capability is sold as an add-on and licensed by the number of 
managed entities.

Micro focus is investing in the security analytics space, adding capabilities to its platform, which is an 
encouraging sign. reference customers mentioned integration with other products, correlation, and 
global support as strengths. They noted slow search performance, support, and the management 
console as shortcomings. enterprises invested in other parts of the Micro focus portfolio and those 
seeking a vendor with a long history in the sa space should evaluate Micro focus.

 › rapid7 combines multiple security capabilities in the cloud. rapid7’s insightiDr platform is 
entirely cloud delivered, providing log management, sieM, suBa, and sOar that integrate with its 
vulnerability management platform. The vendor also bundles in endpoint visibility and detection, file 
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integrity monitoring, and deception capabilities. The acquisition of netfort in 2019 gave the vendor 
nav capabilities to provide visibility to network traffic and behaviors, which is available as an add-
on. The vendor can add services to give customers access to delivery expertise and support for 
internal teams. as a saas offering, licensing is a subscription model, and pricing is based on the 
number of assets monitored.

Customer reference feedback indicates ease of deployment and operation as strengths. 
shortcomings mentioned by customers include lack of customization and limited reporting. small 
and midsize enterprises as well as larger, resource-constrained enterprises looking for a saas-
based sa solution should consider rapid7.

 › rSA provides a unified platform for security analytics. rsa is now operating independently 
following a spinout from Dell Technologies and an acquisition by a consortium of investors in 
september 2020.1 The vendor provides sieM, nav, suBa, and sOar through its rsa netWitness 
Platform offering. rsa netWitness provides threat detection and visibility through a combination of 
log, endpoint, and packet data analysis. sOar is delivered via rsa netWitness Orchestrator, built 
via an OeM agreement with Threat Connect, which is available as a separate license. The solution 
is delivered via on-premises software, hardware, or in a mixed deployment. The software version 
can be hosted in private or public cloud environments but is not available as a saas offering, 
although a full saas capability is on the roadmap. Pricing is determined by the various components 
through a combination of consumption-based pricing for rsa netWitness Logs and rsa 
netWitness network and user-based pricing for rsa netWitness ueBa, rsa netWitness endpoint, 
and rsa netWitness Orchestrator.

rsa integrates rsa netWitness with its own eDr functionality for detection and response in 
addition to supporting third-party eDr vendors. Customer references appreciate the unified platform 
and strengths like the combination of log and packet analysis. reference customers noted that the 
solution is complex, the ui is not intuitive, and that the learning curve can be steep for new users. 
Organizations using rsa archer for governance, risk, and compliance (GrC) and those looking for a 
high level of visibility into their network traffic and integrated eDr should consider rsa.

contenders

 › Fireeye provides an integrated approach with Helix. fireeye combines its security analytics 
and automation capabilities in its Helix platform. Helix encompasses log retention, sieM, threat 
intelligence, threat hunting, and sOar. The vendor sells Helix as a standalone saas solution or 
they can package it with other fireeye solutions like network security, email security, endpoint 
security, and Cloudvisory. The acquisition of verodin in 2019 gave the ability to visualize coverage 
to the MiTre aTT&CK framework as an add-on purchase, although Helix allows threat hunting and 
custom detections using aTT&CK. Mandiant services are also available to augment Helix, giving 
access to security expertise, or to provide managed services. The vendor’s pricing is consumption-
based, tied to ePs.
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Customer references appreciate the inclusion of threat intelligence, ability to access fireeye 
experts, and the level of integration with other fireeye security tools. While the solution is well-
integrated across the fireeye portfolio, there is no central admin console or dashboard for all 
fireeye products, which customer references noted as a weakness. reference customers also 
mentioned that there is a lack of documentation for the sOar component of Helix and that the 
availability of skilled resources to manage the platform is an issue. enterprises that leverage the 
vendor for other parts of their security infrastructure should consider fireeye.

evaluation Overview

We evaluated vendors against 27 criteria, which we grouped into three high-level categories:

 › current offering. each vendor’s position on the vertical axis of the forrester Wave graphic indicates 
the strength of its current offering. Key criteria for these solutions include deployment and data 
architecture, visibility, correlation capabilities, threat detection, aTT&CK mapping, custom detections, 
security orchestration, compliance, platform experience, analytics, and risk scoring and prioritization.

 › Strategy. Placement on the horizontal axis indicates the strength of the vendors’ strategies. 
We evaluated product vision, planned enhancements, performance, commercial model, and 
technology partners.

 › Market presence. represented by the size of the markers on the graphic, our market presence 
scores reflect each vendor’s enterprise adoption, and average deal size.

Vendor Inclusion criteria

forrester included 11 vendors in the assessment: exabeam, fireeye, Gurucul, iBM security, 
Logrhythm, Micro focus, Microsoft, rapid7, rsa, securonix, and splunk. each of these vendors has:

 › Product revenue. vendor must have $50 million in product-line revenue for their security 
analytics platform.

 › core functionality. vendor must have a security analytics platform that includes mature sieM and 
sOar capabilities. Provided sOar capabilities may be offered as a proprietary or white labeled 
part of the solution.

 › Forrester mindshare. forrester clients often discuss the participating vendors during inquiries 
and interviews. To ensure relevance to forrester clients and the quality of the references being 
provided, it is required that the product has been generally available and not undergone significant 
changes in the past six months.
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supplemental Material

online resource

We publish all our forrester Wave scores and weightings in an excel file that provides detailed product 
evaluations and customizable rankings; download this tool by clicking the link at the beginning of this 
report on forrester.com. We intend these scores and default weightings to serve only as a starting 
point and encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs.

The Forrester Wave Methodology

a forrester Wave is a guide for buyers considering their purchasing options in a technology 
marketplace. To offer an equitable process for all participants, forrester follows The forrester Wave™ 
Methodology Guide to evaluate participating vendors.

engage With an analyst

Gain greater confidence in your decisions by working with forrester thought leaders to apply  
our research to your specific business and technology initiatives.

Forrester’s research apps for ioS and Android.
stay ahead of your competition no matter where you are.

Analyst Inquiry

To help you put research 
into practice, connect 
with an analyst to discuss 
your questions in a 
30-minute phone session 
— or opt for a response 
via email.

Learn more.

Analyst Advisory

Translate research into 
action by working with  
an analyst on a specific 
engagement in the form 
of custom strategy 
sessions, workshops,  
or speeches.

Learn more.

Webinar

Join our online sessions 
on the latest research 
affecting your business. 
each call includes analyst 
Q&a and slides and is 
available on-demand. 

Learn more.

https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html
https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html
http://www.forrester.com/app
http://forr.com/1einFan
http://www.forrester.com/Analyst-Advisory/-/E-MPL172
https://www.forrester.com/events?N=10006+5025
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in our review, we conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors to consider for the evaluation. 
from that initial pool of vendors, we narrow our final list based on the inclusion criteria. We then gather 
details of product and strategy through a detailed questionnaire, demos/briefings, and customer 
reference surveys/interviews. We use those inputs, along with the analyst’s experience and expertise in 
the marketplace, to score vendors, using a relative rating system that compares each vendor against 
the others in the evaluation.

We include the forrester Wave publishing date (quarter and year) clearly in the title of each forrester 
Wave report. We evaluated the vendors participating in this forrester Wave using materials they 
provided to us by august 18, 2020 and did not allow additional information after that point. We 
encourage readers to evaluate how the market and vendor offerings change over time.

in accordance with The forrester Wave™ vendor review Policy, forrester asks vendors to review our 
findings prior to publishing to check for accuracy. vendors marked as nonparticipating vendors in the 
forrester Wave graphic met our defined inclusion criteria but declined to participate in or contributed 
only partially to the evaluation. We score these vendors in accordance with The forrester Wave™ and 
The forrester new Wave™ nonparticipating and incomplete Participation vendor Policy and publish 
their positioning along with those of the participating vendors.

Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with the integrity 
Policy posted on our website.

endnotes
1 source: “rsa® emerges as independent Company following Completion of acquisition by symphony Technology 

Group,” rsa press release, september 1, 2020 (https://www.rsa.com/en-us/company/news/rsa--emerges-as-
independent-company).

https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/wave-vendor-review-policy.html
https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/wave-vendor-nonparticipation-policy.html
https://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/wave-vendor-nonparticipation-policy.html
http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html
http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html
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Client support
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